INTRODUCTION
============

Both DNA and RNA can form G-quartets and G-quadruplexes ([@B1],[@B2]), which consist of four guanine bases associated in a planar orientation and stabilized by Hoogsteen-to-Watson--Crick interactions and centrally positioned K^+^ or Na^+^ ions ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}a) ([@B3; @B4; @B5]). Several conformations can be adopted by G-quadruplexes, including parallel and antiparallel topologies, which can be formed in either intramolecular or intermolecular strands. Parallel G-quadruplexes are characterized by parallel orientation of all four strands ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}b) and have anti conformation of all four guanosines, while antiparallel G-quadruplexes are characterized by alternating orientation of strands ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}c) and have two *anti* and two *syn* guanosines per quartet. Conformation of the quadruplex is controlled by strand orientation, loop length and ions present in solution ([@B6],[@B7]). Parallel quadruplex structures are preferred by RNA ([@B8]), which has been explained by RNA avoiding topologies that would require the *syn* conformation of the nucleosides and their associated C2′-endo sugar puckers ([@B9; @B10; @B11]). Figure 1.G-quartet and G-quadruplex structures and topologies. (**a**) G-quartet structure, showing Hoogsteen-to-Watson-Crick face hydrogen bonds and the central dehydrated monovalent ion integral to formation and stabilization. Unimolecular (**b**) parallel and (**c**) antiparallel G-quadruplex topologies. Adapted from ([@B1],[@B6],[@B10],[@B11]). Dark lines follow the nucleic acid strand, arrowheads denote strand directionality, and gray boxes denote quadruplexes. The examples drawn here are for sequences having three quartets.

Raising the concentration of monovalent cations lowers the free energy of quadruplex formation. While G-quartet forming sequence (GQS) form in the presence of both K^+^ and Na^+^ ions, they are typically more stable in the presence of K^+^ owing to its larger ionic radius, which is associated with a smaller free energy of dehydration ([@B1],[@B12],[@B13]). In addition, molecular crowding by osmolytes, including both ions and organic solutes, favors quadruplex stability, owing to the quadruplex's compact and less hydrated structure, and simultaneously disfavors competing Watson--Crick structures ([@B14; @B15; @B16; @B17; @B18]). Given these behaviors, formation of GQS might be favored during plant stress wherein concentrations of K^+^ and various osmolytes increase (see below).

RNA and DNA folding events have the potential to alter gene expression *in vivo* ([@B19],[@B20]), and one such event is G-quadruplex formation. Using bioinformatics search methods such as the program 'Quadparser', ∼375 000 putative G-Quartet Sequences (GQS) were identified in the human genome ([@B21],[@B22]), where G-quadruplexes are found primarily in the intergenic regions and are enriched in telomeres ([@B11],[@B23]). A large percentage (\>40%) of human promoters contain at least one GQS sequence, implicating GQS in potential regulatory functions ([@B24],[@B25]). In addition, several prokaryotes have also been shown to have a higher frequency of GQS motifs in upstream regulatory regions ([@B26],[@B27]).

Genes containing GQS have been implicated in control of transcription, translation, stability and structure. Transcription of several oncogenes can be controlled by the promoter region GQS and binding of several ligands. A human c-*MYC* oncogene and a KRAS proto-oncogene are activated by protein binding to the GQS and subsequent destabilization of the structure ([@B28; @B29; @B30]). The same genes, as well as PDGF, can be inhibited by other binding factors ([@B31; @B32; @B33; @B34; @B35; @B36]). The potential for genome-wide response to regulatory region DNA GQS binding of ligands and protein factors has also been examined ([@B37],[@B38]). Control of translation by GQS is evidenced by the ESR1 mRNA ([@B39]), the human *NRAS* proto-oncogene ([@B40],[@B41]), the MT3 metalloproteinase mRNA ([@B2]), and *ZIC-1*RNA ([@B42]), all of which have repressed translation when a stable GQS forms in their 5′-untranslated regions (UTRs). G-quadruplex motifs have also been implicated in stability and post-transcription processing, for example in IGFII (Insulin-like growth factor II) mRNA, which has a GQS in its 3′-UTR ([@B43]). GQS can bind to proteins, such as the DNA thrombin aptamer ([@B44; @B45; @B46]) and FMRP (Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein), which binds to its own mRNA at a binding site that contains a GQS ([@B47; @B48; @B49]). In addition, an intermolecular G-quadruplex forms in HIV-1 genomic RNA dimers ([@B50],[@B51]), and many GQS can bind small molecules, typically of a planar, aromatic nature ([@B52],[@B53]).

Besides *Homo sapiens*, GQS have been reported for several other eukaryotic genomes, including *D*rosophila *melanogaster* and *Mus musculus* ([@B54]), however plant genomes have not been evaluated. Plants are of particular interest to GQS formation because under drought stress, K^+^ ion concentrations in the cell can increase, which has the potential to drive G-quadruplex formation. For example, under drought or in high salinity soils, plants increase cytosolic K^+^ concentrations up to 700 mM in order to avoid cellular dehydration ([@B55],[@B56]).

The model plant *Arabidopsis thaliana*, with a completely sequenced genome and tractable genetics, lends itself well to investigation of G-quadruplex formation. Herein, we searched the genome of *A. thaliana* for GQS of various motifs and found that the prevalence and distribution of GQS in the genome varies according to GQS pattern. Functional analysis of genes with GQS suggests putative roles in modulating gene expression. Formation and relative stabilities of representative *Arabidopsis* GQS were verified experimentally using circular dichroism (CD) K^+^ titrations and UV-detected thermal denaturation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Data sets searched
------------------

Genomic sequences were obtained from the TAIR9 version of the *Arabidopsis* genome, released 19 June 2009 ([@B57]). We searched for the presence of GQS in specific components of the genome, including 5′-UTRs, 3′-UTRs, coding sequences, introns, intergenic regions and upstream promoter sequences (defined as 1-kb upstream of the 5′-UTR or transcription start site). We utilized the major annotation provided by TAIR. Full chromosome sequences from the TAIR9 version of the *Arabidopsis* genome were also searched. For comparisons, unmasked genomic sequences for 14 plant species, as well as *D. melanogaster* and *M. musculus* were evaluated. The following genomes were analyzed (see [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1) for details of common name, assembly, release data and server): *A. lyrata*, *Brachypodium distachyon* ([@B58]), *Drosophila melanogaster* ([@B59]), *Glycine max* ([@B60]), *Lotus japonicus* ([@B61]), *Manihot esculenta*, *Medicago truncatula* ([@B62],[@B63]), *Mimulus guttatus*, *Mus musculus* ([@B64]), *Nicotiana tabacum* ([@B65]), *Oryza sativa ssp. indica* ([@B66],[@B67]), *Oryza sativa ssp. japonica* ([@B68],[@B69]), *Populus trichocarpa* ([@B70]), *Physcomitrella patens* ([@B71]), *Sorghum bicolor* ([@B72]), *Vitis vinifera* ([@B73]) and *Zea mays* ([@B74]). Genomic region sequences for *Oryza sativa ssp. japonica* (intergenic, coding sequences, exons, introns and UTRs) were also analyzed.

Programs used
-------------

Searches for G-quadruplex-forming sequences were performed using the program Quadparser ([@B21]), which scans input sequences for a given pattern of nucleotides. Several folding motifs were used, following the form d(G~X+~L~1--N~)~3+~G~X+~ where 'X+' was defined as 2+ or 3+ (depending on the search), and L was 1, 1--2, 1--3, 1--4, or 1--7. These definitions correspond to G-quartets of varying stabilities, with larger values of X and smaller values of N generally corresponding to more stable sequences.

The GQS reported here are non-overlapping, such that any continuous stretch of GQS sequence will count as one, no matter the number of registers. In addition, we note that the choice of *Arabidopsis* data sets searched slightly affects the number of GQS found, which contributes to small differences in total GQS number. For example, searching different regions of the genome, such as intergenic regions, genic regions and coding sequences, separately produced 1187 GQS ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). However, searching whole chromosome sequences yielded 1219 GQS. These small differences can be attributed to GQS that span the different regions of the genome. As such, both search methods were used for this study: chromosome searches enabled testing for significance (see below), while searching the genome regions allowed comparison of GQS across different components of the genome. Table 1.Distribution of GQS motifs in the *Arabidopsis* genomeGQS MotifGenome^a^Intergenic^b^Genic^c^Coding^d^Genic: intergenicG~3+~ L~1--7~1187827 (70%)360 (30%)263 (22%)0.4G~3+~ L~1--3~237163 (69%)74 (31%)41 (17%)0.4G~2+~ L~1--4~43 1178561 (20%)34 556 (80%)30 555 (71%)4.0G~2+~ L~1--2~12 3401824 (15%)10 516 (85%)9415 (76%)5.8G~2+~ L~1~8188901 (11%)7287 (89%)6633 (81%)8.1[^1]

Searches for G-quadruplex-forming sequences also included C-rich sequences, d(C~X+~L~1--N~)~3+~C~X+~, which would form GQS in the complementary strand of the genomic DNA, although not in the transcript, or might form the i-motif in the C-rich strand ([@B75]). It should be mentioned that, as a result of the search parameters, some overlap in counted sequences occurred across GQS motifs: output sequences from less restrictive GQS criteria include sequences that follow stricter criteria; for example, sequences of the type G~3+~L~1--3~ occur within the G~3+~L~1--7~ and G~2+~L~1--4~ searches.

Functional analysis of the gene products was conducted using the BiNGO 2.3 plugin ([@B76]) for the Cytoscape 2.6.0 visualization program ([@B77],[@B78]). BiNGO assesses over- or underrepresentation of genes in a user-defined category as compared to the entire *Arabidopsis* annotation. Here, the GQS-containing GO annotated genes were compared against the GO annotation for the entire *A. thaliana* transcriptome. A full GO analysis was performed for genic regions, using GO definitions as of 8 October 2008 and all of the GO terms: Molecular Function (MF), Biological Process (BP) and Cellular Component (CC) ([@B79]). Only loci with at least one GQS were included and no locus was included twice regardless of the number of GQS it contained. BiNGO uses the hypergeometrical statistical test, which is equivalent to an exact Fisher test, along with a Benjamini and Hochberg False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction at a significance level of 0.05.

To assess the significance of GQS patterns in *Arabidopsis*, we employed a windowed Markov model to generate simulated chromosomes. The mock chromosomes were generated in windows of fixed sizes, where nucleotide composition or di-nucleotide frequencies were modeled about corresponding windows along the corresponding real genomes. This corresponds to Bernoulli (or categorical random distribution) and Markov chains respectively. The process of generating a mock genome considers in turn every chromosome in the genome. For each chromosome, data are collected in a window of some fixed size, and used to generate a segment of quasi-random chromosome of the same length. The process is iteratively repeated one window length downstream until the end of the real chromosome is reached. We wrote the computer software using the C++ language. The programs are available for Mac OS X and Linux. For this instance, pattern hits were counted using the software grep available on Linux computers.

Oligonucleotide preparation
---------------------------

RNA oligonucleotides with the following sequences were purchased from Dharmacon (G-quartet forming stretches are underlined): "G~3~L~221~: 5′-[GGG]{.ul}UC[GGG]{.ul}UU[GGG]{.ul}C[GGG]{.ul}G~3~L~444~: 5′-[GGG]{.ul}UUUU[GGG]{.ul}ACAU[GGG]{.ul}CUUG[GGG]{.ul}G~3~L~444~+FLANK: 5′-UGGGUCCUUUAAGUGUUUCUCCUAU[GGG]{.ul}UUUU[GGG]{.ul}ACAU[GGG]{.ul}CUUG[GGG]{.ul}UG~2~L~111~: 5′-[GG]{.ul}A[GG]{.ul}A[GG]{.ul}A[GG]{.ul}AG~2~L~444~: 5′-[GG]{.ul}AGCC[GG]{.ul}AGUC[GG]{.ul}AAUG[GG]{.ul}" As an example of the shorthand notation adopted, G~3~L~221~ indicates three G's interspersed by loops of 2, 2 and 1. These represent sequences from *Arabidopsis* genes as follows: G~3~L~221~: At1g07180 (*NDA1, non-phosphorylating NAD(P)H dehyrogenase*); G~3~L~444~: At5g53580 (MNC6.12, aldo/keto reductase family protein); G~2~L~111~: At2g39320 (T16B24.4, OTU-like cysteine protease family protein); G~2~L~444~: At1g44020 (F9C16.23, DC1 domain-containing protein). These sequences were chosen because they represented different types of candidate GQS motifs; in addition the G~3~L~444~ sequence was chosen because of the strong flanking sequence that forms a predicted alternative base paired structure with a free energy of −15.6 kcal/mol, which was included in the oligonucleotide G~3~L~444~+FLANK. RNA oligonucleotides were first dialyzed against 100 mM LiCl, which does not support quadruplex formation, for 8 h to remove associated cations and then dialyzed against distilled and autoclaved water for 4 h to remove excess LiCl. Finally, RNA oligonucleotides were dialyzed overnight against 10 mM Li Cacodylate (pH 7.0). All dialysis was performed using a six well microdialysis apparatus from Gibco-BRL Life Technologies with a flow rate of 25 mL/min. To favor monomeric species, RNAs were renatured in the absence of potassium ions at 85°C for 1 min and then allowed to cool at room temperature before performing experiments. Native gels confirmed that RNA oligonucleotides of the above mentioned concentration and renaturation conditions form largely unimolecular structures ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1)).

CD
--

CD spectroscopy was performed using a Jasco CD J810 Spectropolarimeter and analyzed with Jasco Spectra Manager Suite software. RNA samples were prepared as described above to a concentration ∼5 µM. Spectra were acquired at 20°C over a wavelength range of 210--320 nm, with data collected every nanometer at a bandwidth of 1 nm. Reported spectra are an average of three scans at a response time of 4 s/nm. Data are buffer subtracted, normalized to provide molar residue ellipticity values, and smoothed over 5 nm ([@B80]). Molar residue ellipticity is reported in order to normalize for concentration differences and oligonucleotide length.

The amount of K^+^ necessary to drive quadruplex formation was of interest. To determine K^+^~1/2~ values, ellipticity data (*ε*) were fit with KaleidaGraph v. 3.5 (Synergy software) according to the two-state Hill equation in which K^+^ ions are taken up in the U to F transition: where ε~F~ is the normalized CD signal corresponding to fully folded GQS, ε~U~ is the normalized CD signal for the unfolded GQS, \[K^+^\] is the potassium ion concentration, K^+^~1/2~ is the potassium ion concentration needed to fold half the RNA, and n is the Hill coefficient. Data are consistent with a two-state model ('Results' section).

UV thermal denaturation
-----------------------

RNA samples were prepared as described above at a concentration of ∼5 µM in 10 mM Li Cacodylate (pH 7.0), with monovalent salts added before renaturation. Native gels confirmed formation of one monomeric species, as described earlier. Thermal denaturation experiments ('melts') were performed on a Gilford Response II spectrophotometer, with absorbances recorded every 0.5°C over the temperature range of 5--95°C and 95--5°C. Similar profiles were obtained for forward and reverse melts consistent with reversibility of the unfolding transition. Absorbance was detected either at 260 nm to observe the standard increase in A with temperature, or at 295 nm to observe the quadruplex-specific decrease in absorbance with temperature (a so-called 'inverse' melt) ([@B81]). Cuvettes with a 0.5-cm pathlength were used for 260 nm melts, while cuvettes with a 1-cm pathlength were used for 295 nm melts, owing to the smaller extinction coefficient at this wavelength. Data were fit with KaleidaGraph v. 3.5 (Synergy Software) using a Marquadt algorithm for non-linear curve fitting.

RESULTS
=======

Prevalence and significance of GQS in *Arabidopsis*
---------------------------------------------------

We began our search for G-quadruplex sequences in the *Arabidopsis* genome using the standard definitions of a G-quadruplex forming sequence, (G~3+~L~1--7~)~3+~G~3+~ and (C~3+~L~1--7~)~3+~C~3+~ ([@B21],[@B22]), referred to herein as 'G~3~L~1--7~' or simply 'G~3~' and identified 1187 GQS ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), which corresponds to a genomic density of 9.3 GQS/Mb ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Of the ∼1200 GQS found in *Arabidopsis*, 329 have multiple registers, capable of forming more than one quadruplex structure. The importance of multiple registers is unclear, but it may contribute to overall stability, kinetics, and regulation. Table 2.Density (D)^a^ and Enrichment (E)^b^ of GQS in various *Arabidopsis* genomic regionsGQS MotifGenomeIntergenicGenicCodingD (GQS/Mb)D (GQS/Mb)ED (GQS/Mb)ED (GQS/Mb)EG~3+~L~1--7~9.316.71.8^c^4.60.5^c^6.50.7G~3+~L~1--3~1.93.31.81.00.51.00.5G~2+~L~1--4~339.4172.90.5445.81.3752.62.2G~2+~L~1--2~97.136.80.4135.71.4231.92.4G~2+~L~1~64.418.20.394.01.5163.42.5[^2][^3][^4][^5]

In comparison to the eukaryotes *H. sapiens*, *D. melanogaster* and *M. musculsus*, which have GQS densities of 115 GQS/Mb ([@B24],[@B25]), 88.7 GQS/Mb ([@B54]) and 189.4 GQS/Mb, respectively, *Arabidopsis* has a lower number and density of G~3~L~1--7~ GQS ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We also compared G~3~L~1--7~ GQS density in *Arabidopsis* to GQS density in 14 different plant species having a range of phylogenetic distances from *Arabidopsis*, including eudicot, monocot and moss species. We find that the GQS density of *A. thaliana* is similar to those of other dicot species, especially *A. lyrata* and *M. esculenta*, and to the moss *P. patens*. Monocots, such as *Z. mays*, *O. sativa*, and *B. distachyon* have significantly higher GQS densities ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S2 and Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1)). A comparison of GC content and GQS density across the different plant genomes shows that GQS levels correlate reasonably well with the GC content of each genome ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1), green symbols, *R*^2^ = 0.76). However, the same correlation is not true for all genomes. In particular, *H. sapiens* and *D. melanogaster* follow the same trend as plant genomes, but *M. musculus* does not. Figure 2.Density of GQS in different organisms. Density of GQS in each genome is represented by a bar and given in GQS/Mb. GQS here is defined as G~3~L~1--7~. GQS density is provided for each organism at the right-hand end of the bar. All numbers are from this study except *H. sapiens* which is from Huppert *et al.* ([@B21]) and Todd *et al.* ([@B22]). Common names: *Homo sapiens* (Human), *Drosophila melanogaster* (fruitfly), *Mus musculus* (mouse), *Arabidopsis thaliana* (mouse ear cress), *Arabidopsis lyrata* (lyrate rock cress), *Manihot esculenta* (cassava), *Lotus japonicus* (*Lotus japonicus*), *Glycine max* (soybean), *Oryza sativa indica* (rice---indica), *Zea mays* (corn) and *Physcomitrella patens* (*Physcomitrella patens*, a moss).

Tandem repeats of two guanines (G~2~) have also been reported to form G-quartet structures, albeit in a less stable form. For example, Hartig and coworkers studied differences in RNA GQS with G~2~ and G~3~ sequences and showed that G~2~ sequences formed GQS but had melting temperatures about 25°C lower than equivalent G~3~ sequences; in addition, all G~2~ sequences had weaker CD signatures than G~3~ sequences ([@B82]). Nonetheless, G~2~ sequences can form G-quartets that can be quite stable, especially in the presence of high salt concentrations ([@B82]). The thrombin DNA aptamer, with the sequence G~2~T~2~G~2~TGTG~2~T~2~G~2~ is an example of a well characterized DNA G~2~ quartet ([@B44; @B45; @B46]). We therefore also evaluated prevalence of GQS for stretches of two or more guanines and a maximum loop size of four (G~2~L~1--4~). This simplification of the search motif dramatically increased the number of hits, from ∼1200 to ∼43 000 ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), providing a genomic density of 339 GQS/Mb ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

To assess significance of the number of GQS found in *Arabidopsis*, we applied a windowed Markov Model, maintaining dyad frequency, to generate randomized genomes, similar to the method of Huppert and Balasubramanian ([@B21]). Results of various window sizes are shown in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. The AT patterns were used as a control to ensure that the generated random genome was a good representation of the real genome. Markov window sizes that are too small do not sufficiently randomize the genome, producing more hits for both the AT pattern control and the GC pattern of interest. On the other hand, larger window sizes yield smaller numbers of patterns, as GC-rich regions become diluted in the window. A Markov window of 100 was determined to be an appropriate mimic of the real genome, as the number of AT patterns (147 451) matched most closely that of the real genome (147 266) ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). We find that GC patterns are underrepresented by a factor of 2.3 in the real genome when compared to the random genome (2875 expected, 1232 found). These sequences are even more underrepresented than in the human genome, where G~3~ GQS are only underrepresented by a factor of 1.4 ([@B21]). Table 3.Number of patterns in *Arabidopsis* and Markov simulated genomeWindowX~3~ L~1--7~X~3~ L~1--7~X~2~ L~1--4~X~2~ L~1--4~*GCATGCAT*Real1232147 26643 117746 324Markov505838195 25963 307816 536Markov753776165 19550 827771 304**Markov1002875147 45144 168743 265**Markov1501977125 72736 554708 312Markov2001509113 87032 461687 647Markov40084791 45725 208646 856Markov100042173 00619 076608 637Markov200028264 35016 112588 057Markov400019158 09714 113572 833[^6]

The G~2~ patterns were examined using the Markov Model as well. Again, a window size of 100 was optimal, however, the G2 pattern was not underrepresented as the G~3~ patterns were, with 44 168 G2 patterns expected, and 43 117 found. Nonetheless, G2 patterns may play important biological roles, as revealed by our functional analysis and drought stress analysis on these motifs, described below. Next, we investigated where these GQS sequences are located within the genome.

Location of GQS in the *Arabidopsis* genome
-------------------------------------------

We found that the distribution of GQS throughout the genome is not uniform. First, the prevalence of G~3~L~1--7~ GQS in genic and intergenic regions of the genome was compared. As described earlier, the density of G~3~L~1--7~ GQS in the *Arabidopsis* genome is 9.3 GQS/Mb ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Seventy percent of these G~3~L~1--7~ GQS are present in the intergenic regions, yielding an enrichment value (intergenic density/whole genome density) of 1.8. It follows that G~3~L~1--7~ GQS are depleted in the genic regions, with a lower GQS density than the remainder of the genome. Here, the corresponding values are 30% ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and 0.5. ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), and the ratio of DNA G~3~L~1--7~ GQS in the genic to intergenic regions is 0.4 ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, right-most column).

As mentioned earlier, we found a correlation between genomic GQS density and GC content for 15 plant species and a few of the non-plant eukaryotes. However, this correlation did not extend to sub-regions of the *Arabidopsis* genome. When genic and intergenic regions of the genome are considered separately, the G~3~ GQS densities are opposite of the GC content. The genic region has a GC content of 38.9% and the intergenic region has a GC content of 31.1%, while the genic region has a G~3~ GQS density of 4.6 GQS/Mb, much lower than the intergenic region value of 16.7 GQS/Mb.

We examined the genomic regions of the well-annotated monocot *O. sativa ssp. japonica* to see if this trend extended to other plant species. In *O. sativa*, even though the GC content and GQS density is higher than in *Arabidopsis*, we observe the same inverse correlation between the genic and intergenic regions. The genic region has a GC content of 45% and a GQS density of 82.6 GQS/Mb, while the intergenic region has a lower GC content of 41.5% but a higher GQS density of 127.9 GQS/Mb.

Approximately 160 (20%) of the intergenic GQS were found to correspond to the *Arabidopsis* telomeric sequence, (G~3~T~3~A)~3+~G~3~. These sequences were found to be located not only at chromosome ends but also in interstitial sites near the centromeric regions. This positioning of the telomeric sequence has been previously explained by chromosomal rearrangements, such as the evolutionary combination of two chromosomes, Robertson fusions, or arm inversions ([@B83; @B84; @B85]). To determine if the large numbers of telomeric sequences accounted for the GQS enrichment in the intergenic region, these sequences were removed from the GQS density calculation; nonetheless, the intergenic region was still enriched in GQS, with an enrichment value of 1.6 relative to the whole genome, similar to the value of 1.8 presented above. Since the effect of telomeric sequences on GQS density and enrichment values was not large, we used all GQS sequences for subsequent comparisons and calculations.

Because we were interested in different GQS motifs and relative stabilities of the *Arabidopsis* GQS, we next tallied GQS statistics considering different loop lengths and numbers of guanines. In particular, we looked at whether certain loop lengths are more common than others in the *Arabidopsis* genome. First, we confined the loop to a maximum of three nucleotides, G~3~L~1--3~, which decreased the number of GQS found for the entire genome to just 237 ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). These sequences, which should be very stable, are infrequent in the genome, with only 1.9 sequences per Mb ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Even though there are almost 4-fold fewer unique GQS than for G~3~L~1--7~, the relative enrichments, 1.8 for the intergenic region and 0.5 for the genic region, are the same as for G~3~L~1--7~ sequences ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

Next, we changed the GQS definition to G~2~L~1--4~, which includes stretches of two or more guanines and a maximum loop size of four in the DNA region. As described, expanding the definition increased the number of GQS found to ∼43 000 ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), corresponding to a GQS density of 339 GQS/Mb ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Remarkably, upon decreasing the number of G's in the search motif, the density of GQS shifted from favoring intergenic to favoring the genic region (enrichment value of 1.3 in G~2~L~1--4~) ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). In fact, whereas just 30% of G~3~L~1--7~ sequences are predicted to reside in genes, the vast majority of G~2~L~1--4~ sequences (80%) are predicted to be genic ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and of those, nearly all (88%, or 30 555/34 556) are located in coding sequences. Apparently, location in the genome depends on GQS type ('Discussion' section). Unlike the negative correlation between GQS density and GC content with G~3~ sequences, GQS density and GC content have a positive correlation for G~2~ sequences.

Next, we limited the size of the loop of the G~2~ motif to a maximum of two. As expected, this led to the identification of fewer GQS, with 12 340 sequences found ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). While the number of GQS decreased, distribution in the genome was affected only slightly: there was a modest increase in percentages for genic (80 to 85%) and coding sequences (71 to 76%) ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Lastly, we constrained the loop size of the G~2~ motif to just one nucleotide. As expected, this further decreased the number of GQS in the genome, to 8188 ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), but it maintained approximately the same GQS distribution across the genome, with further small increases in the percentage of genic (85 to 89%) and coding (76 to 81%) sequences. With this definition, 91% (6633 out of 7287) of the GQS were located in coding sequences. The prevalence of G~2~ sequences with short loops in genic and coding sequences is also reflected in enrichment values ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}): in going from L~1--4~ to L~1--2~ to L~1~, enrichments increased from 1.3 to 1.4 to 1.5 for the genic region and from 2.2 to 2.4 to 2.5 for the coding sequence. Moreover, the ratio of DNA GQS in genic to intergenic ratios increased from 0.4 to 8.1 as the number of G's was decreased and the loop was shortened ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, right-most column). Thus, the G~2~ motif is enriched in genic regions, especially the coding sequences, and this enrichment is further enhanced for GQS with shorter, and somewhat more stable, loops.

We were especially interested in whether the shorter GQS might be more prevalent in RNA as compared to DNA. Comparison of genic RNA GQS to intergenic DNA GQS was therefore made ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In this accounting, 'RNA' is defined as genic, which includes coding sequences, UTRs and introns, but only G-rich sequences, while 'DNA' is defined as intergenic and includes both G- and C-rich sequences. The RNA:DNA GQS density ratio highlights the differences in genomic distribution between G~3~ and G~2~ GQS definitions. The G~3~ sequences are found mostly in intergenic regions and rarely in RNA, with RNA:DNA GQS density values of 0.17 and 0.18 for loops of 1--7 and 1--3, respectively ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, G~2~ sequences are more prevalent in RNA than intergenic regions, with RNA:DNA density ratios of 1.5 or greater; this holds despite the fact that both DNA strands (i.e. G and C patterns) are included in the accounting for the intergenic region. We also note that the RNA:DNA density ratio increases within the G~2~ motif as L decreases from L~1--4~ to L~1--2~ to L~1~, with values of 1.5, 1.9 and 2.5, respectively ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Ratio of RNA GQS density to non-genic DNA GQS density for different GQS motifs. DNA GQS density includes G and C sequences in the intergenic region only ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, column 3), since this will not lead to GQS in RNA. RNA GQS density includes only the G sequences found in the genic regions ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}, column 3). For example, G~3+~L~1--7~, RNA GQS density is 2.9 and the DNA intergenic region GQS density is 16.7, leading to a ratio of 0.17.

Characterization of GQS found in the intergenic region
------------------------------------------------------

Recent studies on *Arabidopsis* have revealed that some RNAs are transcribed from intergenic regions. From whole genome tiling arrays, it has been found that ∼19--23% of the *Arabidopsis* intergenic region is transcribed, in so-called 'intergenic transcriptional units' ([@B86],[@B87]). We therefore determined where the intergenic GQS occur in relation to these transcriptional units (TU). A summary can be found in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. For G~3~L~1--7~ GQS, of the 827 intergenic GQS ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), only 22 (3%) fall in an intergenic TU, corresponding to a GQS density of just 2.3 GQS/Mb. This leaves a large non-transcribed intergenic GQS density of 20 GQS/Mb ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). In other words, the density of G~3~L~1--7~ GQS is a striking 8.7-fold higher in non-transcribed versus TU intergenic regions. Moreover, the GQS density of the intergenic TU of 2.3 is 2-fold less than the genic region density of 4.6 per Mb ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Table 4.Distribution and Density (D) of GQS motifs in *Arabidopsis* intergenic regionsGQS MotifIntergenic[^a^](#TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}Transcribed units^b^Non-transcribed units^c^D non-TU/ D TU*GQSD*^d^*%*^e^*GQSD*^d^*%*^e^G~3~ L~1--7~827222.3380520978.7G~2~ L~1--4~856168672.087875194922.7[^7][^8][^9][^10]

Regarding the G~2~L~1--4~ GQS, a larger number of these motifs (8561) are found in the intergenic region ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) compared to the G~3~L~1--7~, as expected, with 686 (8%) overlapping with transcriptional units ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). This corresponds to an intergenic region TU GQS density of 72 GQS/Mb. The remaining 7875 G~2~L~1--4~ GQS (92%) are located in the non-transcribed intergenic region, with a density of 194 GQS/Mb. Thus, the density of G~2~L~1--4~ GQS is also higher in non-transcribed versus TU intergenic regions, albeit not as much as for the G~3~L~1--7~ motif, with density ratios of 2.7- and 8.7-fold, respectively. These ratios suggest that GQS motifs may play a role in repressing transcription in intergenic regions ('Discussion' section).

Next, we examined whether GQS are preferentially localized to promoters. In the human genome, GQS are localized to promoter regions, with a 6-fold enrichment value compared to total genomic DNA, and at least one GQS present in 42.7% of promoters ([@B24]). We therefore assessed whether similar trends hold for *Arabidopsis*. In contrast, *Arabidopsis* G~3~L~1--7~ GQS are not over-represented upstream of genes. For example, only 317 GQS were found in promoter regions, corresponding to a density of just 9.5 GQS/Mb (using 33.20 Mb as the total length of all promoter regions), lower than the overall *Arabidopsis* intergenic region GQS density of 16.7 GQS/Mb ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), and much less than the human promoter GQS density of 770 GQS/Mb ([@B24]). G~2~L~1--4~ GQS are more prevalent than G~3~L~1--7~ in promoter regions, with 8306 G~2~L~1--4~ GQS, corresponding to a density of 250 GQS/Mb, which is somewhat greater than the overall intergenic region density of 173 GQS/Mb ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Approximately 20% (8620) of all genes have at least one of these two types of GQS in the promoter region, suggesting a possible role of G~2~ GQS in regulating via the promoter.

Characterization of GQS found in the genic region
-------------------------------------------------

As motivation for characterizing GQS in the genic region, we first asked, for any given GQS definition, how many genes or loci contain at least one GQS in the corresponding mRNA. \[Gene models are named uniquely within a given open reading frame (ORF), thus a given locus can have more than one associated gene model, e.g. if there are alternatively spliced variants for a gene\]. Of the 39 640 gene models in *Arabidopsis*, 215 gene models were found to contain ≥1 G~3~ GQS in their RNA, which represents 0.5% of the total number of genes in *Arabidopsis* ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1)). In contrast, ≥1 G~2+~L~1--4~ GQS were found in about one-third of all gene models (33%) and loci (31%), suggesting the potential for widespread formation ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1)). A complete list of gene models that contain a GQS can be found in [Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1).

Regulation of translation by G~3~ GQS in RNA transcripts has been demonstrated in *Escherichia coli* and eukaryotic cells ([@B2],[@B82],[@B88]). Given the large number of G~2~ quartets in *Arabidopsis* sequences corresponding to mRNAs, the location of these sequences within the genic region was determined. To examine GQS that would appear in the RNA, we limited searching to G patterns from the genic regions (i.e. C patterns were excluded), and divided results between coding sequences (cds), 5′- and 3′-UTRs and introns ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). In the *Arabidopsis* genome, the majority (90%) of G~2~ RNA GQS are in the cds, which has an ∼4-fold higher density than the non-coding UTRs (443, 110 and 105.5, for cds, 5′-UTR and 3′-UTR, respectively, [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Within the cds, GQS are located towards the 5′-end ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1)). For the G~3~ sequences, the cds has a 2-fold higher GQS density than the non-coding UTRs (4.3, 2.6 and 2.2 for cds, 5′-UTR and 3′-UTR, respectively). Lastly, the intronic regions for both G~2~ and G~3~ motifs have much lower GQS density, with a coding/intronic density ratio of 13 for G~2~L~1--4~ and 4.3 for G~3~L~1--7~ ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Table 5.Distribution and Density (D) of GQS motifs in *Arabidopsis* genic RNAGQS MotifGenic[^a^](#TF11){ref-type="table-fn"}Coding^b^5′-UTR^c^3′-UTR^d^Intron^e^*GQSD*^f^*GQSD*^f^*%^g^GQSD*^f^*%^g^GQSD*^f^*%^g^GQSD*^f^*%^g^*G~3+~L~1--7~2252.91744.377102.64142.26271.012G~3+~L~1--3~430.6280.76541.1940.6970.316G~2+~L~1--4~19 985257.817 989443.190417110.02657105.5392234.35G~2+~L~1--2~543571.14897120.69012432.7212820.5328610.65G~2+~L~1~349645.1317478.2917419.526310.121856.95[^11][^12]

Potential biological functions of GQS in *Arabidopsis*
------------------------------------------------------

Because cellular K^+^ concentrations often increase under drought stress, we considered if any of the genes containing G~2~ GQS are differentially expressed when exposed to drought stress conditions. We used previously published tilling array data by Matsui *et al.* ([@B86]) that reported drought-responsive loci. As mentioned earlier, 31% of all loci in *Arabidopsis* contain at least one G~2~L~1--4~ GQS (10 382/33 518). Matsui *et al.* ([@B86]) report that 5508 loci are drought responsive, which corresponds to ∼16% of all loci in *Arabidopsis*. Of those loci, 45% (2474) have at least one GQS. By chi-square (χ^2^) analysis of these values---31% of all loci have a GQS versus 45% of all drought-responsive loci have a GQS---we determined that drought-regulated loci are indeed significantly more likely to have a GQS than when considering all loci, (*P* \< 0.0001). The reverse analysis, inquiring if loci that have a GQS are more likely to be drought responsive than loci without GQS, is also true---16% of all loci are drought responsive versus 24% of GQS loci are drought responsive (*P* \< 0.0001).

Given the enrichment of G~2~ sequences in the genic portion of the genome, we next investigated whether these sequences are overrepresented in certain functional classes of loci. The functions of gene products encoded by genes containing at least one GQS were examined using Gene Ontology (GO) codes as analyzed with the program BiNGO ([@B76]). A number of GO terms were found to be overrepresented in proteins encoded by G~2~-containing genes. A sample of unique, over- and underrepresented GO terms for the G~2+~L~1--4~ GQS definition and the respective *P-*values, all \<1E-8, are provided in [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}, and a complete list of over- and underrepresented GO terms can be found in [Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1). In addition, GO analysis was performed with other G~2~ GQS motifs, providing over- and underrepresented GO terms with less statistical significance owing to the smaller sample sizes ([Supplementary Tables S5, S6, and S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1)). Table 6.Functional analysis of genes with at least one G~2~L~1--4~ GQS present in the RNAGO ID^a^GO Cat^b^GO term^c^GQS genes^d^All genes^e^% GQS genes^f^*P-*value^g^Overrepresented    0003824MFCatalytic activity2894^h^6393^i^459E-65    0006468BPProtein amino acid phosphorylation506798631E-53    0016740MFTransferase activity11182176512E-49    0016301MFKinase activity6611151572E-48    0043687BPPost-translational protein modification.579985592E-46    0005478MFTransporter activity504993511E-19    0000166MFNucleotide binding490980502E-17    0048856BPAnatomical structure development359681535E-17    0007275BPMulticellular organismal development441871517E-17    0016020CCMembrane10112266453E-16    0022414BPReproductive process275502558E-16Underrepresented    0000496MFBase pairing06310\<1E-99    0006412BPTranslation1741129154E-51    0010467BPGene expression2931487201E-41    0003723MFRNA binding179983187E-30    0000154BPrRNA modification1700.013E-9[^13]

The GO term with the greatest statistical significance for the G~2~L~1--4~ motif is 'catalytic activity', with an exceptionally low *P-*value of 9E-65 ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). This term corresponds to genes that code for enzymes. According to this analysis, 45% of 'catalytic activity'--annotated loci have one or more G~2~L~1--4~ GQS, which is much larger statistically than the 33% of all loci that have such a GQS. Other highly significant GO terms include nucleotide binding and multicellular organismal development, as well as specific catalytic activities such as post-translational protein modification, kinase activity, transferase activity and helicase activity, all of which have *P* \< 7E-17. One possibility is that during stress in *Arabidopsis* G-quartet structure formation is enhanced, which represses expression of these genes allowing metabolism to decrease ('Discussion' section).

Underrepresented GO terms were also determined with BiNGO. Interestingly, genes in a number of GO categories were found to have very significant depletion in G~2~L~1--4~ GQS. In particular, genes with GO terms for base pairing, translation, and rRNA modification had *P-*values for underrepresentation of \<1E-99, 4.2E-51 and 3.0E-9, respectively; in the case of base pairing, none of the 631 genes had a GQS. The genes in these activities correspond to non-coding RNAs such as tRNAs, rRNAs and snoRNAs whose function depends on specific RNA secondary or tertiary structures. We hypothesize that GQS are underrepresented in these RNAs because G-quartet structures would disrupt base pairing and therefore function ('Discussion' section).

About 14% of the genes in *Arabidopsis*, or 4626, are known to have alternative splice variants ([@B89]). Environmental conditions and stresses ([@B90],[@B91]), developmental stages ([@B92]) or tissue localization can favor the production of alternatively spliced transcripts ([@B93]). We searched the annotated alternative splice variants for the presence of GQS and found that over 8000 gene models (this number counts all the individual splice variants) have at least one G~2~ GQS. Moreover, we found that 108 genes have at least one splice variant that contains a GQS and one that either does not have a GQS or has one located in a different genic region. For example, CTC1 (Conserved Telomere Maintenance Component 1) has two splice variants, one without a GQS, and one with a G~2~ GQS located in intron 15. Another example is SPL10, which has four splice variants: one which does not contain a GQS, one which has a GQS in its 5′-UTR and two which have a GQS in intron 1. Although we have not found any readily apparent correlation between GQS location and alternative splicing, the possibility remains that GQS play a functional role in the alternative splicing or expression of some genes.

Experimental evidence for G-quartet formation
---------------------------------------------

To verify that the GQS identified using bioinformatics methods actually form quadruplex structures, folding and thermal denaturation experiments were performed on select RNA sequences *in vitro*. We chose short RNA oligonucleotides that correspond to specific GQS folding motifs that are present in specific *Arabidopsis* genes. The unimolecular nature of the folding transition and the ability to form a G-quadruplex were assessed by native PAGE ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1)). As shown in [Supplementary Figure S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1), all representative oligonucleotides ran primarily as single bands and in the order expected, with the exception of G~2~L~111~ (see below) and G~3~L~444~+FLANK (last lane), which likely has a contribution from a fold involving the flanking nucleotides. Also, the ability of a G2 motif to form a G-quadruplex structure is confirmed in [Supplementary Figure S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1), where adding an increasing number of repeats leads to a faster mobility species once all four repeats are reached (lane 4), which is further confirmed by an oligonucleotide of the same length but a G to A single mutation that migrates with normal mobility (lane 5). Quadruplex formation is further confirmed by CD spectra and UV-melts (see below).

CD-detected K^+^ titrations were used to judge whether a quadruplex formed and to determine ion affinity, and UV-detected thermal denaturations were used to assess quadruplex thermal stability. G-quartets have a unique CD signature that depends on topology: parallel GQS have a positive peak at 265 nm and a negative peak at 240 nm, while antiparallel GQS have a positive peak at 295 nm and a negative peak at 260 nm ([@B1],[@B7]).

Sequences chosen and their associated gene IDs are provided in 'Materials and Methods' section, and relevant thermodynamic parameters are provided in [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}. CD spectra for sequences representative of specific folding motifs of interest are provided in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}a, normalized to concentration and oligonucleotide length ([@B94]). Height of the normalized CD peak gives an indication of population. Peak heights in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}a are in the order G~3~L~221~\>G~2~L~111~\>G~3~L~444~\>G~3~L~444~+FLANK\>G~2~L~444~. A native flanking sequence of 25 5′-nt was added to the G~3~L~444~ oligo (herein notated G~3~L~444~ + FLANK) to provide a more biological context and to allow for the possibility of competing secondary structure. This flanking sequence interacted with the nucleotides that would otherwise form the GQS to give a predicted ([@B95]) free energy of −15.7 kcal/mol. Almost all of the sequences tested appear to have a fully parallel GQS structure, except for G~2~L~111~ which has both parallel and antiparallel character, exemplified by the shoulder in the CD spectrum at 290--300 nm. This requires further analysis, and evidence for another structure can be seen in the native gels ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1)). Figure 4.Formation of GQS RNA oligonucleotides (**a**) CD spectra of RNA GQS in 10 mM LiCacodylate (pH 7.0) and 150 mM KCl at 20°C: G~3~L~221~ (black), G~2~L~111~ (red), G~3~L~444~ (gold), G~3~L~444~ + FLANK (green) and G~2~L~444~ (blue). The positive peak at 260 nm and the negative peak at 240 nm suggest that the RNA GQS adopt a parallel conformation. The G~2~L~111~ RNA most likely has some antiparallel character due to the shoulder in the spectrum extending to 300 nm. See 'Materials and Methods' section for full sequences. (**b**) Sample K^+^ titration. Titration is of G~3~L~444~ RNA GQS with KCl additions from 0 mM to 700 mM. The arrows indicate increasing K^+^ concentrations. Also included are UV thermal denaturations of G~3~L~444~ RNA in 100 mM LiCl (black), NaCl (red) and KCl (blue) at (**c**) 260 nm and (**d**) 295 nm. Absorbances are normalized to the highest absorbance. Table 7.Experimental values for G-quartet formation in *Arabidopsis* RNAGQS MotifGene ID^a^K^+^~1/2~ (mM)^b^*T*~m~ (°C)^c^Li^+^Na^+^K^+^G~3~ L~221~At1g071808.0 ± 0.75462\>85G~3~ L~444~At5g5358042 ± 5304574G~3~ L~444~ + FLANK^d^At5g53580220 ± 70ND^e^NDNDG~2~ L~111~At2g3932030 ± 23243\>85G~2~ L~444~^d^At1g44020316 ± 1NDND62[^14][^15][^16][^17][^18][^19]

To verify GQS formation and assess thermal stability, we performed UV melts on these RNAs in the background of 100 or 1000 mM Li^+^, Na^+^, or K^+^. Data were acquired at 260 nm, as well as at 295 nm, which gives a quartet-specific inverse melt in which absorbance decreases with temperature which is associated with unfolding of a G-quadruplex ([@B81]) (see [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}c and d for sample melts). (Inverse melts were observed for G2 sequences as well (data not shown), which along with the data in [Supplementary Figure S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1) supports their ability to form quadruplexes.) All RNA GQS were most stable in K^+^, followed by Na^+^ and then Li^+^, as expected for GQS unfolding. The strong K^+^ preference of these structures is also illustrated by the drastic increase in *T*~m~ of 25 to 40°C in the presence of K^+^ versus Na^+^ ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). In addition, G~2~L~444~ only had a well-defined folding transition in K^+^ but not Li^+^ or Na^+^. Melting temperatures of G~3~L~221~ and G~2~L~111~ oligonucleotides in K^+^ were especially high, ≥85°C ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). Overall, these data show at least partial formation of GQS at 100 mM K^+^ ion concentration (see 'Discussion').

DISCUSSION
==========

In this study, GQS in the *Arabidopsis* genome were tallied by computational approaches and characterized by *in vitro* experiments. We categorized G~3~ and G~2~ sequences with different loop lengths. The G~3~ sequences were more common in intergenic than genic regions, especially in the non-transcribed intergenic units, while the G~2~ sequences were common in genic regions. Overall, G~3~ sequences in *Arabidopsis* were even less common than in the human genome, especially in the promoter region, perhaps because the higher K^+^ concentrations present during stress in plants provide a negative selective pressure. Within the genic regions, RNA GQS were mostly in the coding region, with one-third of all *Arabidopsis* genes containing at least one G~2~ motif. Remarkably, these RNAs were overrepresented in certain classes of genes, especially those with catalytic activity, and underrepresented in other classes of genes, especially those that require base pairing for their function. Introns also had low GQS density. In addition, genes that are differentially regulated by drought stress are significantly more likely to contain a GQS than the genome as a whole. Experiments on representative RNAs from *Arabidopsis* confirmed that they form G-quartets under physiological conditions.

Formation and function of GQS in DNA and RNA
--------------------------------------------

Formation of GQS in DNA was scored with both G and C patterns, allowing for putative formation of G-quartets in the sense and antisense strands of the genomic DNA. This was done because *in vitro* studies with self-complementary oligonucleotides have shown that quadruplex structures can exist in equilibrium with the DNA duplex ([@B96]) and that the i-motif in the C-rich strand might be favored by macromolecular crowding ([@B75]). In addition, during transcription, a single-stranded transcription bubble of 7--12 nt is formed, breaking the duplex structure and allowing for easier formation of a quadruplex in either strand of DNA ([@B97]). These DNA GQS thus have the potential for regulation at the level of transcription ([@B98]).

In addition to DNA, G-quartet sequences can form in RNA, where they have the potential for transcriptional, translational, or mRNA stability regulation ([@B28; @B29; @B30], [@B39; @B40; @B41; @B42; @B43]). The RNA quadruplex structure is expected to exist in equilibrium with alternative structures such as hairpins involving flanking sequence, which can control GQS stability. Equilibrium between the quadruplex and base-paired structures could be controlled by cellular conditions such as K^+^ concentration ([@B16],[@B18]).

We report a correlation between GC content and GQS density for 15 plant species, including monocots, dicots and a moss ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1)). However, the correlation is not maintained when some non-plant eukaryotes such as *M. musculus* are included, nor when regions of the *Arabidopsis* and *O. sativa* genomes are analyzed separately. The anti-correlation between GC-content of the genic and intergenic regions and their G~3~ GQS density suggests possible evolutionary bias away from these potentially disrupting sequences in the coding sequence in both dicot and monocot species. It is also valid to note that guanine repeats in the genome may be associated with additional biological phenomena. For example, repeats of glycine (GGG and GGX codons) and valine, alanine, glutamate, arginine and tryptophan) (XGG or GXG codons) will have a GQS in the mRNA. Thus, GQS regions can have multiple functions.

Our study suggests that one possible function of GQS in *Arabidopsis* is regulation of large numbers of genes. The most overrepresented GO term was 'Catalytic Activity', with nearly half of the 6393 gene products annotated for catalysis encoded by genes containing at least one G~2~L~1--4~ motif ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). One possibility is that these GQS motifs provide a way to decrease metabolism during stress ([@B99]): in response to stressors that result in increases in cytosolic K^+^ concentrations, these motifs could fold into G-quadruplexes and limit transcription and translation and thereby limit expression of enzymes. In fact, we do find that genes that are differentially expressed, either up- or downregulated when exposed to drought stress, are significantly more likely to contain a GQS sequence. This suggests GQS formation may be one of numerous mechanisms plants use to adjust to changes in environmental conditions. The most underrepresented GO terms were for tRNA, rRNA and snoRNAs, whose functions depend on proper intra- and intermolecular base pairing. The presence of GQS in these RNAs could interfere with base pairing and proper folding. One intriguing possibility is that absence of GQS could be used as a criterion in searches to identify non-coding RNAs. In addition, under different environmental conditions or in the presence of stressors, GQS formation has the potential to regulate splicing.

The G~3~ GQS are enriched in the intergenic regions and depleted in the genic regions (enrichment 0.5), with the shorter loop motif, G~3~L~1--3~, depleted even further in the cds ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Increasing the number of G repeats to G~4~L~1--7~ increases the potential stability of the sequence, and increases the intergenic region enrichment value from 1.8 to 2.1 while depleting the enrichment value of the genic regions from 0.5 to 0.3 (data not shown). Given that DNA GQS reported in the literature inhibit transcription ([@B31]), the enrichments observed in the non-transcribed regions of the *Arabidopsis* genome suggest that stable GQS in these regions might be functioning to repress unwanted transcription. This idea is further supported by GQS distribution within the intergenic region, where the density of G~3~L~1--7~ in non-transcribed regions is 8.7-fold higher than in intergenic transcriptional units ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). The G~3~L~1--7~ GQS are exceptionally stable, having melting temperatures of greater than 85 °C in physiological K^+^ concentrations, supporting their ability to stay folded and thus potentially block transcription. In contrast, the G~2~ GQS are enriched in the genic regions and especially the cds. These sequences have lower thermal stability and melting temperatures. One possibility is that these GQS may be more plastic, allowing switching between quadruplex and non-quadruplex structures in response to cellular conditions.

In *Arabidopsis* under unstressed conditions, the cellular K^+^ concentration is around 100--150 mM ([@B100],[@B101]). At this concentration, the most stable GQS, such as the G~3~L~221~ and G~3~L~444~, which have K^+^~1/2~ values less than 50 mM, have the intrinsic ability to form stable quadruplex structures. Addition of flanking sequences, however, can modulate quadruplex folding if there is a competing secondary structure, as demonstrated for the G~3~L~444~+FLANK RNA oligonucleotide. Less stable GQS, such as the G~2~ sequences, will most likely not be fully formed under unstressed conditions ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). However, they may form during water-limiting conditions, where cellular K^+^ concentrations can reach 700 mM. The potential switch in RNA structure due to cellular K^+^ concentration increases could potentially affect the RNA secondary structure of a large number of genes, as up to 10 000 genes contain a G~2~ GQS. The possibility for a change in RNA structure leading to a change in gene expression as a response to stress is thus present.

CONCLUSION
==========

We have found that G-quartet sequences of varying motifs are present in *A. thaliana*. Their distribution varies with sequence motif, with G~3~L~1--7~ sequences preferentially located in intergenic regions and G~2~L~1--4~ sequences preferentially in genic regions. GQS located in RNA have the potential to regulate transcription and translation, perhaps as modulated by environmental and physiological conditions.
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[^1]: Numbers and percentages of GQS in different regions of the *Arabidopsis* genome. ^a^Genome is comprised of ^b^intergenic and ^c^genic, while ^d^coding is a subset of ^c^genic and includes all gene models. Quadparser search parameters included G and C patterns to account for both sense and antisense strands.

[^2]: Provided are density and enrichment of GQS in different regions of the *Arabidopsis* genome from all gene models. Genome, intergenic, genic and coding are defined in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

[^3]: ^a^GQS density is defined as the total number of GQS per Megabase in the specified region; number of Megabases per region: whole genome 124.7 Mb, intergenic region 50.07 Mb, genic region 74.65 Mb, and coding sequence 39.59 Mb.

[^4]: ^b^Enrichment values are calculated as the GQS density of a region divided by the GQS density of the genome.

[^5]: ^c^These calculations are with (G~3~T~3~A)~3~G~3~ sequences (see text). As with [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, Quadparser search parameters included G and C patterns to account for both sense and antisense strands.

[^6]: Number of GC and AT patterns in the real *Arabidopsis* genome and a windowed Markov model simulated genome. See 'Materials and Methods' section for more details. The window size that accurately simulated the AT pattern of the *Arabidopsis* genome is 100 and is in bold text.

[^7]: Provided are distribution and density of GQS in transcribed (TU) and non-transcribed (non-TU) regions of the intergenic region.

[^8]: ^a^Intergenic region is comprised of ^b^transcribed units and ^c^non-transcribed units. Raw numbers (*GQS)* are provided.

[^9]: ^d^GQS density (*D*) is defined as the total number of GQS per Megabase in the specified region.

[^10]: ^e^Percentages were calculated relative to the intergenic region. Number of Megabases per region: intergenic region 50.070 Mb, TU 9.53 Mb, non-TU 40.54 Mb. Quadparser search parameters were set to include both G- and C-patterns.

[^11]: Provided are distribution and density of GQS in different regions of the genes from all gene models.

[^12]: ^a^Genic region is comprised of ^b^coding, ^c^5′-UTR, ^d^3′-UTR and ^e^Intron. ^f^GQS density is defined as the total number of GQS per Megabase in the specified region. Number of megabases per region: genic region 74.65 Mb, CDS 39.59 Mb, 5′-UTR 3.62 Mb, 3′UTR 6.02 Mb and intron 25.43 Mb. ^g^Percentages were calculated relative to the genic region. Raw numbers (*GQS*), GQS densities (*D*) and percentages (*%*) of GQS. Quadparser search parameters were set to include only G-patterns, which will be found in RNA, and exclude C-patterns.

[^13]: Provided are overrepresented and underrepresented gene ontology^a^ (GO) ID numbers, ^b^GO categories (Cat) and ^c^GO term for gene products encoded by pre-mRNA with at least one G~2+~L~1--4~ GQS. Included are ^d^the number of genes (scored if GQS is in CDS, 5′-UTR, 3′-UTR, or introns) with a GQS that are annotated for the listed GO term, and ^e^the total number of genes in *Arabidopsis* with the listed GO term. Also included are ^f^the percentage of genes with GQS with a given GO term and ^g^the appropriate *P-*value, as determined using the BiNGO program. ^h^The total number of GO-annotated genes with a GQS in G~2~L~1--4~ is 9097. ^i^The total number of GO-annotated genes in *A. thaliana* is 25 179. Table is sorted in order of increasing *P-*value. Some GO terms are sub-categories of others. Complete list is provided in Supporting Information [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq804/DC1).

[^14]: Provided are thermodynamic parameters for G-quartet formation for RNA oligonucleotides from representative *Arabidopsis* genes. See 'Materials and Methods' section for full sequences.

[^15]: ^a^Gene ID identifies the particular gene from the *Arabidopsis* genome and sequences are provided in 'Materials and Methods' section.

[^16]: ^b^K^+^~1/2~ (K^+^ concentration needed to fold half the RNA) values were determined by CD titrations and using Equation ([@B1]).

[^17]: ^c^*T*~m~ (melting temperature) values were determined by UV thermal melts at 100 mM monovalent salt concentration using the chloride salt.

[^18]: ^d^Melts for these oligonucleotides were performed at 1M salt concentration owing to their higher K^+^~1/2~ values.

[^19]: ^e^ND indicates that the *T*~m~ value could not be determined due to absence of a well defined folding transition.
